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Grange Voices
Wednesday’s
Schedule:
6:00 p.m. - What is
the Grange Youth
Fair with Lillian
Booth
Livestream
Wednesday’s
Schedule:
12:45 p.m. - Salute
to Agriculture Luncheon - Speaker: Dr.
William Payne
4:00 p.m. - Communication Fellows
Workshop
7:00 p.m. - Grange
Hall of Fame &
Quilts of Valor presentation
Eddy House
Donations

Please stop by the registration table to deliver
your donations, and let
them know if you donated something so everyone’s donations can be
recognized.

National Grange President reviews past year
of success, outlines plans for the future
BY PHILIP J VONADA

National Grange Communications Director

In recent years, fraternal organizations
have struggled to gain and retain members,
but the National Grange is turning that
around.
The president of the oldest agricultural
organization in the United States reported a
year of growth and action during her annual address at the opening of the 156th Annual Convention of the National Grange in
Sparks, Nevada.
“I am delighted to report that… because
of your hard work and dedication to your
Granges and communities, we have indeed
come back stronger after difficult years” in
spite of Covid-19, President Betsy E. Huber
announced. The National Grange posted a
net gain of more than 3% in new fraternal
members from July 2021-June 2022. This
included significant growth in the category National Grange President Betsy Huber
of family and Junior memberships, proving made her annual address today
that people are looking for ways to bring
Photo by Linday Schroeder
their families together while supporting
have harmed farmers,” which had been in
their communities.
Legislatively, “the National Grange con- early versions of the Build Back Better Bill.
tinues to gain more recognition as a valuable This was done, in part, through partnergrassroots source of information and influ- ships with other major agricultural interest
ence,” she said, “Joining with many other groups.
The Grange is known for its work in
associations, we amplify our voice on policy
the agricultural field. During the year, the
issues.”
In Washington, DC, the National Grange Grange supported the Cattle Contract Lihas been busy working on behalf of Grange
members and all of rural America. “[We]…
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
lobbied against tax increases which could

Advocacy is key for the future
Follow the Fellows on
social media, and stay
up to date with the
happenings at Session.
Instagram:
n.grange_communication_fellows OR
nationalgrangeofficial
Facebook:
National Grange
Twitter:
NationalGrange
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BY BETH SOUTHWORTH
Communication Fellow

At the Advocacy Luncheon on Tuesday, November 14, President Betsy Huber
stated how proud she is of the Grange’s
advocacy. The speakers at the Luncheon
were Ed Lawson, Mayor of Sparks, and
Emily Haggstrom, Vice President of
Communications and Creative Development of the Consumer Energy Alliance.
Lawson has been Mayor of Sparks since
2020, and he is very proud of his city. According to Lawson, Sparks is “where you
raise children” for the 108,000 residents.

He invited attendees to enjoy the sights
and sounds of Sparks while visiting for
the Convention, including just behind
the hotel in Victorian Square.
This six-block area of redevelopment
is home to 5,000 residents. The area includes the Gold Nugget Amphitheater.
Also of interest is the Sparks museum
named for former Governor Sparks. The
most photographed area of Sparks is a
mural of a heart with a family inside the
heart which is on the side of the movie
theater.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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brary Act, and lobbied for agriculture
and food research investments - particularly in practices that improve climate resilience and sustainability - and
the Ocean Shipping Reform Act, which
“severely hampered exports of agricultural products,” Huber said.
“Earlier this year, we conducted a
rural voter poll on healthcare priorities
in rural America,” Huber said, which
revealed that rural Americans want to
prioritize transparency in the healthcare field, require rebates to pass to patients, and cap out-of-pocket expenses.
The survey also identified obstacles to
rural mental healthcare. Huber touted that organizations are coming to
the Grange “because of our grassroots
connections to the rural population,”
including a partnership with Rural
Minds.
In healthcare, the National Grange
lobbied for Medicare Multi-Cancer
Early Detection Screening Coverage
Act for a blood test that can identify
50 types of cancer, urged the Centers
for Medicare and Medicaid Services
to reconsider a promising Alzheimer’s
treatment, and lobbied for the Protecting Seniors through Immunization
Act. “It is important to do everything
ADVOCACY cont. from page 1

we can for our health and the health of
the seniors, children, and at-risk populations around us,” Huber added.
Other work during the year included lobbying for the Postal Service Reform Act (including a meeting with
Postmaster General Louis DeJoy), the
right-to-repair, expanding rural broadband and ensuring equitable access in
broadband deployment, and supporting the Freight Rail Shipping Fair Market Act and urging President Biden to
intervene against rail strikes.
“Looking to 2023, there is no shortage of issues that the National Grange
will be working on,” Huber said, turning to future priorities and plans.
“In the agricultural arena, the Farm
Bill programs are all on the table…”
Huber said, noting that the National
Grange is “not a single-issue or single-commodity group… [to] advocate
for the best interests of farmers and rural residents.” The Grange will be working with legislators who are already
having conversations about what programs and initiatives may be included
in the next Farm Bill. Huber vowed
that the National Grange would remain
a key, non-partisan player on priority
issues, despite a divided Congress.
“We hope to see a final, definitive

decision from the Supreme Court on…
Waters of the U.S., clarifying the definition of navigable waters,” and also drafting regulations for what it means. She
noted that the Grange will be a voice in
the sustainability debates about carbon
markets and emissions. “Farmers are
the original conservationists,” she said,
“and we hope the carbon market will
be a source of revenue for farmers, not
a source of more… red tape.”
The National Grange will monitor issues including inflation, energy
sources and policy, infrastructure, forestry, access to medical care, and rural
mental health care, and will have an eye
on the interests of rural America. “We
need to be watching and be prepared
to weigh in on the debates,” she added.
Huber concluded her address by
saying, “Since 1867, the National
Grange has been the voice of agriculture, rural life, and small communities
in America.” She applauded the way
that Granges advocate for local, state,
and national issues, saying “this genuine grassroots policy development
process sets the Grange apart… Our
nation’s leaders know that when they
meet with the Grange, we are bringing
the grassroots rural small-town voice
to the table.”

the “average Joe” has a powerful voice through various
means of activism. Haggard spoke of “Twitter bombs”
received by legislators who feel pressured to act on legislation due to what feels like a large number of people.
However, the “squeaky wheel” gets the attention, on all
sides of issues.
Companies like Consumer Energy Alliance can help
amplify your message, and assist your ability to work
together. Current issues of interest that the Consumer Energy Alliance and Grange share are broadband,
healthcare, and high energy costs. When asked about
her hopes, Haggstrom stated the Grange is a well-established respected organization with members who strive
to be heard not only in policy but in the community.

The success of Sparks is due to the influx of money.
The softball field in the marina area attracts teams from
around the nation, and results in 25 million dollars of
regional impact. Since the legalization of marijuana in
Nevada, taxes have become available to replace fields in
a timely manner in the Grass For Grass Program. Sparks
has used rent subsidies and other Cares Act Funds to
develop a “cares campus” of 600 beds for the homeless.
Nearly ninety percent of the people who are unhoused
in Sparks is due, in part, to mental illness.
Lawson’s motto is “find a way to say yes,” which alludes to inclusion, acceptance and compromise.
Emily Haggstrom, Vice President of Communications & Creative Development, Consumer Energy Alliance also addressed the crowd at the luncheon. As Vice
President of Communications, Haggstrom represents a
cross-section of the community. Consumer Energy Alliance represents 350 member organizations and 500 individuals from around the country. Haggstrom focuses
on working in a bipartisan manner, and that the nature
of energy has created hardships due to lower wages.
Haggstrom states politics is hyper-local due to the different resources of each community. Policymakers affect
your community, so advocacy should be hyper-targeted,
and local media understands who you are, where you President Betsy Huber (center) poses with Emily Haggstrom
went to school, and what you like. Always remember and Mayor Ed Lawson at the Advocacy Luncheon.
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“Showcasing” the best of the region
BY CAROYLNN CHAMLEE
Communication Fellow

What began as an empty ballroom quickly began to fill with the
best and most treasured items for
Granges to put on display for attendees. The Showcase room is vast
and yet can barely contain all the
spectacular displays brought into
the 156th National Grange Convention.
The Showcase, organized by Katie Squire, features many states from Bonnie Mitson sitting in front of some of the beautiful quilt block entries.
Photo by Carolynn Chamlee
around the Western Region. The
‘Best of the West’ section of tables is
Foundation, the Dictionary Project, Grow Club, Nevafilled with displays from Washington, Oregon, Nevada,
da Mining, and the 2023 National Grange Host Region
Idaho, Montana, and California, where every table is
(the Northeast). There are displays dispersed around the
richly decorated with a selection of items from the state
room representing livestock, agriculture, and reminders
displays their Grangers in action, and other fun and
of being a good sport while at shows.
interesting items. Host state Nevada displayed bumper
Near the front of the room are a couple of tables with
stickers with the correct pronunciation of their state educational displays as the backdrop. These displays on
education is a lifelong pursuit after all.
horse judging, Nigerian Dwarf Goats, milking goats,
The Grange Youth Fair Program has an abundant disrabbits, and chickens serve as the backdrop for the Voicplay. Educational banners, tri-folds, specialty awards,
es of Grange. The Voices of Grange will give Grangers a
and ribbons won by the Youth from this past year are on
space to showcase their talents and passions.
display. One award, the Herdsmanship Award, is given
Voices of Grange will have presentations on the first
to the youth group at a livestock show who has the best
Four Degrees, LEGO robotics, reining, networking in
decorations, interacts with the public, and demonstrates
Grange, agricultural mythology, prescribed burns, and
the best husbandry of their animals.
the Grange Knights. As the Grange Knights like to proLina Baughn’s display features over sixty ribbons.
claim, “Make way for the Grange.”
Baugh, a Pee-Wee member of Battle Born Stockton Well
Presentations begin once the showcase opens
Grange #29 (NV), stepped into the show rings in a big
Wednesday night and continue until midday Saturday.
way this past year; she spent the year showing her rabYou will not want to miss out on this opportunity to
bits, turkeys, and chickens. In addition, she began learnhave this multitude of inspirations all in one area.
ing to show dairy goats. Baugh voiced that her favorite
part of showing this year was the dairy goats because she
got to learn new things about animals.
Crystal Baughn, Lina’s mother, hopes her daughter
learned that winning does not always mean getting a
ribbon, but conquering your fears in the show ring.
Tables will be loaded edge-to-edge representing
the Communication Fellows, Grange Youth & Young
Adults, Junior Grange, Community Service, Grange

Battle Born Stockton Well Grange #29 (NV) displays just a few of their ribbons from participants
in the Grange Youth Fair program.
Photo by Carolynn Chamlee

Katie Squire poses with Moolissa, a display cow that helps teach about
milking.					
Photo by Carolynn Chamlee
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What is the Grange Foundation?
BY CARYN HERMAN
Communication Fellow

The Grange Foundation was formed in 1964 by Herschel Newsom, the Grange’s National President at the
time, and the National Grange Executive Committee to
assist the National Grange in providing perpetual growth
opportunities for our future generations of leaders. The
heart of the Foundation is realized in its mission statement which exemplifies the soul of the National Grange
itself. Their mission statement reads, “The Grange Foundation supports youth development, promotes agriculture education and research, improves communities, and
fosters culture, heritage, citizenship, and charitable activities”. Today, the Grange Foundation manages several dedicated funds in support of its mission statement.
Grange Foundation is registered as a 501(c)3 nonprofit
corporation. The funds gathered to support the opportunities offered come from individual, corporate, and fundraised donations. From January through September of
this year, the Foundation brought in $31,950. According
to Joan C. Smith, Chairwoman of the Grange Foundation,
the Telethon for the National Grange Youth and Junior
Grange programs was a tremendous success. She pointed out that without the Telethon, the Foundation would

have only brought in $6,266
in the year.
What does that mean?
The Grange Foundation has
no permanent income, so
we need to get BUSY! There
will be no Telethon in 2023,
and can the Grange Foundation function and support
Foundation programming
on just $6,266? Smith encouraged the State Grange Joan C. Smith is the Chairperson
Delegates to give from their of the Grange Foundation.
hearts and offered many
ways Grangers can contribute.
Grange Foundation sponsored a seminar in April as
a part of Grange Month programming. The seminar, entitled “Solving the Puzzle of Estate Planning and LongTerm Care,” was presented by John Smith, an Elder Attorney from Florida. The seminar discussed alternate ways
to donate that would relieve an estate from forthcoming
tax burdens. Inheritance, state, and federal taxes were
discussed. This seminar will be repeated during Grange
CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

Opinion: Grange can have a bigger voice in rural healthcare and insurance
BY BETH SOUTHWORTH
Communication Fellow
Rural healthcare has been a longstanding issue for the Grange. A 2017
Kaiser Family Foundation study found
that rural Americans face significant
barriers to accessing care, including provider shortages, less early intervention
and preventative care.
Rural Americans have less access to
health care than Americans who live in
urban or suburban environments. Generally, the most specialized hospitals and
doctors are located in big cities. Teaching hospitals that are on the cutting edge
of technology establish themselves near
large population centers.
Many rural Americans are self-employed, working in farming, trades and
small businesses and thus, they lack
health insurance through an employer
and must pay out-of-pocket for potentially subpar insurance. Many rural communities are dependent on a single local
doctor’s office, and if they need any specialized care, they face added costs and
long trips to medical facilities.
Meidcare.gov cites that nearly 80 million Americans were enrolled in Medicaid or Children‘s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) in 2021, but twelve states
with large rural populations have failed
to expand Medicaid and CHIP to meet
the needs of their residents. The availability of marketplace coverage, Affordable
Care Act (ACA), and other basic health
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programs through the Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS) are
also limited, especially in these twelve
states, and the United States Census Bureau says that “residents of rural counties
still lack insurance at higher rates than
those living in urban areas.”
Could the Grange address physician
shortages by encouraging the education of physicians-in-training about the
benefits of establishing a rural practice?
These benefits include autonomy, greater
personal involvement with their patients
and lower rent for their facility. Goldfish
Medical Staffing in Texas says that there
are six benefits of practicing Medicine in
Rural America:
• Rural physicians have more time
for family and fun due to shorter
commutes with less traffic.
• The starting salary tends to be
higher in rural areas due to the
ability to see more patients.
• They are able to perform a wider variety of procedures than in
larger hospitals.
• They are respected community
members.
• Physicians are welcomed into
the community and often have a
waiting list of patients.
• Rural physicians have a chance to
make a difference in the community where they practice.
Here are some ideas I have for how
the Grange can be an even bigger voice
for rural healthcare:

I believe that the Grange should encourage funding through available federal programs to provide rural Americans greater access to insurance, and that
Grange members should be encouraged
in a nonpartisan manner to seek out and
elect politicians who will increase, rather
than decrease, these programs.
I believe the Grange should advocate
for federal loan forgiveness for physicians setting up practice in any area
where there are shortages of physicians.
I believe the Grange should advocate
that the federal government remove barriers for foreign trained physicians to
practice in rural areas of the US.
I believe the Grange should advocate
for modified regulations to make telehealth more widely available to rural
Americans, and that Grange members
should advocate for low-cost computers
and better Wi-Fi access in rural communities to ensure rural Americans have the
means to access telehealth.
Perhaps local Granges could coordinate transportation cooperatives to provide transportation to those who are too
sick, old or without resources to travel to
distant medical facilities.
If the Grange is to be an advocate for
all of rural America, particularly in the
growing needs of rural healthcare, it is
time to think outside of the box and be
an even stronger, louder voice for those
in need.
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Education: Hippos at the 156th Convention?
BY CAROLYNN CHAMLEE
Communication Fellow
While the word “hippopotamus” means “river horse”, Hippology is the study of horses and is the title of an equine
veterinary and management knowledge contest.
Hippology was always my favorite project and contest
growing up. It challenges the entire scope of one equestrian knowledge. Hippology contests are a true test of one’s
knowledge of the horse world.
Hippology contests can cover any equine subject, including reproduction, training, parasites, riding disciplines, history and origins, anatomy, physiology, driving, harnessing,
horse management, breeds, genetics, colors, famous horses
in history, parts of the saddle, types of bits, gaits, poisonous
plants, nutrition, and more.
In a Hippology competition, there are 3-4 phases, which
consist of horse judging, a written examination, and ten stations, and if you are part of a team, there is a team problem.
In the horse judging phase, contestants judge a series of
horse classes. These classes typically include some halter
classes as well as under saddle classes. Each class will have
four horses and contestants are given a judging card to place
the horses. Unlike horse judging competitions, hippology
competitors are not expected to give reasons but only place
the classes. During this phase, contestants have to remember the type of class they are judging as well as the rules of
the class.
For example, if there is a broodmare class with three
Quarter Horse mares and one molly mule, then the mule
would be in fourth place. A broodmare class is a halter class
judged on the ability to have offspring. The mule would not
place above fourth because mules are a hybrid species. With
an odd number of chromosomes, mules are typically sterile.
In most cases, mules can not produce offspring.
In under-saddle, or riding classes, the competitors may
judge English, Western, Reining, Jumping, Dressage, Trail,
or Driving classes. Horses are shown through the required
movements, or gaits, as each discipline requires.
The written examination phase is a multiple-choice, true/
false, matching, or fill-in-the-blank test. The examination
can cover any of the topics and any of the information from
the designated sources. There is no time limit on the testing

phase. One example of a test question would be to match the
definition of a mule and a hinny. Mules are a cross between
a female horse and a male donkey, while a hinny is a cross
between a male horse to a female donkey.
The station phase includes ten stations, each with pictures
or objects to be identified and a list of multiple-choice answers. Every station has a theme and can cover topics such
as anatomy, poisonous plants, and tack, to name a few. A
time limit exists of only 2 minutes per station.
The Battle Born Stockton Well Grange Hippology Stations
will be displayed during the 156th National Convention. Every day will feature a different set of Stations with an answer
sheet for anyone wanting to test their knowledge. The answers for the Stations will be posted later for anyone wanting
to check their answers.
The final phase is the Team Problem which requires a team
of three or four members. Teams will present their solution
for a problem to a judge or judges. Each team receives 10–15
minutes to discuss the problem, form a solution, and prepare their presentation.
One example of a team problem could be the following:
Upon entering the barn at 7 am, you discover a horse has
rolled at some point over the night and become cast – or
stuck – against the wall of the stall. You do not know how
long the horse has been stuck. How should you approach
the situation? What health and safety issues should you keep
in mind?
In this phase, no written materials are allowed. Teams
then have an average of 5 minutes to present their solution.
Team members are judged on their teamwork, the accuracy
of their solutions, and their presentation skills.
The depth of knowledge needed to do well in the Hippology contests is vast. How many horse breeds can you name?
Who is Cactus and what makes him special? Can you name
the foal delivery phases or three characteristics of quality
hay?
For those who have a deep passion for all things in the
equine world, this is a very challenging and rewarding project. I encourage you to take some time to go check out the
stations on display, brush up on all things horse related, and
give the stations a try.

FOUNDATION cont. from page 4

Month in 2023. Just remember - you are never too young to
start estate planning. Smith encourages everyone to make time
to attend.
Smith also suggested other modest and more immediate
ways to donate. For instance, the AmazonSmile program
(“You shop, Amazon gives”) sup- ports the Foundation
through quarterly donations from individuals’ shopping. This
can be activated by visiting smile.amazon.com, typing “Grange”
in the search box, and selecting The Grange Foundation. Amazon donates a portion of your purchase price without you having to think about it.
If you do not shop on Amazon, you can still donate to any
of the Foundation’s areas of interest by simply contacting the
Grange Foundation or donating directly through the website.
Joan suggested other easy ideas such as eating at home on a
night you might otherwise eat out and choose to donate that
money instead, or donating $23 for 2023. No matter how you
choose to give, every penny counts. The future of our programming depends on the generosity of all Grangers. We all should
be as passionate about the Grange Foundation as Joan C. Smith.
Day 2
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New faces, new perspectives
This year, more than 16 new Delegates have joined the National Grange Delegate body. In the next few
issues, we will be highlighting the new members in the Patrons Chain, so everyone can get to know the
people who will be helping to shape the National Grange agenda as voting members.

Elaine
Smith
What state are you from?
New York
What Grange do you belong
to? Colonel Harper #1508
How many years have you
been a Grange member?
Junior Grange in 1968 and
“moved up” in 1977.
What is your favorite Grange
memory/activity/event/project/show? Being Lady Assistant Steward as a youth officer in Rhode Island in 1983.
Also being a Junior Director for New York and meeting her
husband at Junior Grange camp.
What are some personal goals you wish to accomplish?
Revitalizing the Pomona system in New Yok and reestablishing the regional Deputy system for New York.
What is a piece of advice you have for new/upcoming
members? You get out of the Grange what you put into it.
Who is a mentor that has influenced you? The most recent
High Priest of Demeter, Bruce Croucher. He was the State
Youth Director when she was a Youth and was practically
inseparable from his kids while growing up.
What herd animal would you like to be? A sheep, but really the shepherd of the sheep.

Mark
Gibbons
What state are you from?
Washington D.C.
What Grange do you belong
to? Potomac Grange #1
How many years have you
been a Grange member?
3 years.
What is your favorite Grange
memory/activity/event/project/show? Attending National Conventions
What are some personal goals you wish to accomplish?
Wants to make sure he grows his own Grange within.
What is a piece of advice you have for new/upcoming
members? Talk to everyone. You never know where you’ll
find help or if you’ll end up helping someone.
Who is a mentor that has influenced you? Dick Weiss, who
pushed Mark to join the Grange.
What herd animal would you chose to be? He would be
the opossum.
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Tricia
Taylor
What state are you
from? New Hampshire
What Grange do you
belong to?
Blazing Star #71
How many years have
you been a Grange
member? 53 years, 5th
generation.
What is your favorite Grange memory/activity/
event/project/show? Tough question. So many great
things about the Grange especially family. My grandson nominated me for President and escorted me to
the Altar when I was elected.
What are some personal goals you wish to accomplish?
Improve communication, and for states to communicate better with local Granges.
What is a piece of advice you have for new/upcoming
members? Take every opportunity, learn leadership,
and expand your network.
Who is a mentor that has influenced you? My mom,
Phyllis Taylor.
What herd animal would you like to be? A dog, becuase they are loyal and protective of their family.

Danielle
Hartley
What state are you
from? Rhode Island
What Grange do you
belong to? Moosup
Valley Grange #26
How many years have
you been a Grange
member? 17 years.
What is your favorite
Grange memory/activity/event/project/show? Volunteering at the Washington County Fair concessions
stand.
What are some personal goals you wish to accomplish? Supporting her husband, Walter, who was just
elected as the Rhode Island State President. As well as
finding her niche to better support the Grange.
What is a piece of advice you have for new/upcoming members? For new members to get out there and
participate to maximize the Grange experience.
Who is a mentor that has influenced you? Her husband, who is a third generation Granger.
What herd animal would you chose to be? She would
be their state’s animal- the llama.
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Western Region delights at host reception
The States of the Western Region held a fantastic host reception on Monday evening. State Presidents and representatives
introduced the things that make their states unique, while guests enjoyed cake and fellowship. The Ballet Folklorico Nuestra Herencia Mexicana dancers from High Desert Grange #22 (NV) delighted the audience with their regional dances.

DAILY PUZZLE
Sudoku
The objective is to fill a 9 × 9 grid with digits so that
each column, each row, and each of the nine 3 × 3
subgrids that compose the grid contain all of the
digits from 1 to 9.

The first two people who complete this and
find Lindsay in Redwood 2 win a prize!
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Congratulations to Connie Suing, Nettie
Hartley, & Chris Johnston who completed
the word search the fastest Monday night!
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GRANGE
156NATIONAL
Attendee Passport
th

Post photos to your social media and use the tag #ng156
1st 100 passports returned to Session Room by VP station will receive special gift

By posting your photos and/or videos to social media and using the #ng156 tag, you give permission for the National Grange to republish your media in
ways that include but are not limited to social media, the Patrons Chain, and Good Day! magazine.

Find
Someone
from a
State not
in your
Region

Find
something
that you can
purchase for
your Grange

Attend the
Friday morning
Youth Opening

Make a new
Grange
Friend

Attend
session to
see Closing
Degree
Work

Bid on a
GROW Club
Auction Item

Find someone
that is wearing
Grange
apparel from
another State

Find
someone
with a past
National
Session pin

Take a
Selfie with
an officer
who carries
a staff

Introduce
yourself to a
National
Grange
Executive
Committee
member

Find
someone
who has an
old raffle
ticket in their
purse or
pocket

Take a
Selfie with
Chad Smith

Visit with a
Youth
member

Introduce
yourself to
the National
Grange
Membership
Director

Visit the
Showcase
area

Attend the
Lecturer's
workshop

High Five a
Granger
you've
never met

Attend
Membership
workshop

Ask a
Stranger
Granger for
a favorite
Grange
Memory

Visit with
one of the
National
Grange
Graces

Eat
something
native to
the region
that we are
visiting

Shake the
National
Grange
Community
Service
Director's
Hand

Meet someone
new and ask
about their
favorite
Grange project
or contest

Visit with a
junior
member

Visit with a
member of
the
Assembly
of Demeter

Find your
favorite
Quilt
Square
in the
Showcase

Take a selfie
with the
National
Grange Vicepresident

Ask a Stranger
Granger about
their most
successful
Grange event

Take a
picture
with the
National
Grange
background

Find out 1
thing you
didn't know
about a
Grange
contest

President’s Internal
Address
National Grange President Betsy Huber
delivered her 2022 addresses on Tuesday. With her permission, the full text
of her address is available here:
bit.ly/22grangeinternal

Join in the fun! The National Convention Advisory Work Group encourages you to participate in this photo passport program to meet new friends
and see the sights during the convention. Larger copies can be picked up
in Redwood 8 (Region Host Office) or the Fellows office (Redwood 2).
NOTE: You are allowed two “free” spaces when you return these to Vice
President Hamp!

Kudos to Rhode Island State
Grange President Walter Hartley for stepping in to serve as
Assistant Steward. He is filling
in for John Plank, who had to
remain at home due to a family
emergency.
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